
710 SeriesTHE STYLISH                    DESIGNER
TELEPHONE HEADSET
award-winning minimalist design.

Pair this headset with an adaptor or amplifier according to your requirements.



award-winning minimalist design -

Monaural version weighing only 2.2 oz.

Award-winning, simple and elegant design. 

Professional-level noise-cancelling microphone and speakers.

Perfect balance of durability and lightweight.

Surpasses all industry accelerated-life tests and damage tests.

One of the most popular design for young professionals.

Comes with quick-disconnecting cable.

Lightweight

Minimalist

Sound Quality

Balance

Reliability

Favorite Choice

There are plenty of headsets in the market, some are durable but bulky, while 
some maybe lightweight but breaks easily. Finding a product with the right-
balance may not be a simple task, yet finding a product that also looks good is 
even more difficult.

®Accutone  is proud to present the award-winning 710-series business telephone 
headset, a product combining both style and function. Comes in both monaural 
and binaural versions, the 710 is the favorite choice amongst young professionals. 

Hiding behind a simple and minimalistic design, this headset is equipped with a 
unique-designed voice-enhanced loudspeaker and a high-grade noise-cancelling 
microphone. The internal structure is well-built to withstand the toughest 
conditions, surpassing various reliability tests with flying colors.

The 710 headset is highly comfortable and very lightweight, weighing only 2.2 oz. 

Acoustic Shock Protection and Quick Disconnecting Cable also included.

Convenience

710 Series Features Overview

There are plenty of headsets in the market, some are durable but bulky, while 
some maybe lightweight but breaks easily. Finding a product with the right-
balance may not be a simple task, yet finding a product that also looks good is 
even more difficult.

®Accutone  is proud to present the award-winning 710-series business telephone 
headset, a product combining both style and function. Comes in both monaural 
and binaural versions, the 710 is the favorite choice amongst young professionals. 

Hiding behind a simple and minimalistic design, this headset is equipped with a 
unique-designed voice-enhanced loudspeaker and a high-grade noise-cancelling 
microphone. The internal structure is well-built to withstand the toughest 
conditions, surpassing various reliability tests with flying colors.

The 710 headset is highly comfortable and very lightweight, weighing only 2.2 oz. 

Acoustic Shock Protection and Quick Disconnecting Cable also included.

compatible with both system and analog phones.

*Monaural version shown, Binaural version, and SoundTube version also available. 
**Amplifier only required when telephone doesn’t offer direct headset connection/compatibility.

TM710 Headset*

A30 Amplifier
(Optional)**

System Telephone


